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Although classical international relations theorists largely agreed that public opinion about foreign policy is shaped
by moral sentiments, public opinion scholars have yet to explore the content of these moral values, and American
IR theorists have tended to exclusively associate morality with liberal idealism. Integrating the study of American
foreign policy attitudes with Moral Foundations Theory from social psychology, we present original survey data
showing that the five established moral values in psychology—harm/care, fairness/reciprocity, authority/respect,
ingroup/loyalty, and purity/sanctity—are strongly and systematically associated with foreign policy attitudes.
The ‘‘individualizing’’ foundations of harm/care and fairness/reciprocity are particularly important drivers of
cooperative internationalism and the ‘‘binding’’ foundations of authority/respect, ingroup/loyalty, and purity/
sanctity of militant internationalism. Hawks and hardliners have morals too, just a different set of moral values
than the Enlightenment ones emphasized by liberal idealists.

W
hat role do moral values play in shaping
foreign policy preferences?1 Although
morality has been at the center of a

number of vigorous debates in International
Relations theory—from descriptive disputes about
the role that moral norms play in international
politics (Tannenwald 1999) to prescriptive arguments
about the role moral considerations should play in the
study and practice of IR (Carr 1939; Price 2008)—
classical IR theorists held as self-evident the assumption
that American public opinion has moralistic tendencies.
For liberal idealists and constructivists, the moral foun-
dation of public opinion, mobilized by norm entrepre-
neurs, opens up the possibility of positive moral action,
whereas for realists, the public’s moralism—especially
in the United States—is one of the main reasons why
foreign policymaking should be insulated from the
pressures of public opinion (Morgenthau 1985).
A few have questioned the existence of this ‘‘moral
majority’’ in foreign policy issues (Drezner 2008;
Kertzer and McGraw 2012), but it is largely
accepted that American public opinion has moral

underpinnings, whether for good (Wilson 1998)
or for ill (Morgenthau 1951).

We argue that this conventional wisdom suffers
from two important flaws. First, although many
prominent IR theorists assumed that American
public opinion has moralistic tendencies, public
opinion scholars have yet to scrutinize their claims,
predominantly focusing on cognitive arguments
about costs and benefits rather than affective argu-
ments about moral sentiments (Gelpi, Feaver, and
Reifler 2009); if public opinion about foreign
policy indeed has moral foundations, we have yet
to systematically investigate what these moral
foundations are. Second, consistent with the liberal
and cosmopolitan lenses through which American
IR theorists tend to study norms (Checkel 1998),
morality in international politics has largely been
understood in the context of liberal and Enlight-
enment values—eschewing the possibility that mil-
itaritstic policies are morally grounded. The social
psychology literature, however, emphasizes how
liberals and conservatives alike rely on moral
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values, albeit different sets of them (Graham,
Haidt, and Nosek 2009; Haidt and Graham 2007).
It is also in stark contrast with how moral values
are understood in the ‘‘values voters’’ literature in
American politics, in which moral values are asso-
ciated with conservative rather than liberal ideals
(Hillygus and Shields 2005).

In this article, we employ original survey data to
offer what we believe to be one of the first studies to
systematically investigate the moral underpinnings of
American foreign policy attitudes. Integrating the
study of foreign policy attitudes with the reigning
theoretical framework in moral psychology, we find
that the classic foreign policy orientations studied by
political scientists rely on distinct profiles of moral
foundations: hawks and hardliners have morals too,
just a different set than those emphasized by liberal
idealists; hard-headed considerations of the national
interest therefore not only have cultural bases (Johnston
1995) but moral ones as well. We find that while the
idealistic foreign policies of humanitarianism and
multilateralism (‘‘cooperative internationalism’’) are
grounded in an Enlightenment morality that values
the individual, foreign policies that involve the use of
force (‘‘militant internationalism’’) are equally
morally motivated, but by values that emphasize
the protection of the community. These effects are
substantively strong, explaining around 50% of
the variance in these foreign policy orientations.
Isolationism, however, is largely disconnected
from the five moral foundations specified by
Haidt but may be driven by a commitment to
individual liberty. We also show that these distinct
moral profiles hold for specific foreign policy
issues. Rather than viewing values and interests
as opposites, we show that moral values often
construct perceptions of what the national interest
is, thereby offering one explanation for why there
is so much disagreement about the shape that
American foreign policy should take in the world.
Our argument proceeds in six parts. We first
review the classic debate about morality in interna-
tional relations theory before introducing Moral
Foundations Theory from social psychology, whose
enumeration of five distinct moral values, we be-
lieve, offers an attractive framework for thinking
about the origins of foreign policy attitudes. After
linking these sets of moral foundations to the three
classic foreign policy orientations—cooperative inter-
nationalism (CI), militant internationalism (MI), and
isolationism—we discuss our unique survey, present
our results, and conclude by discussing the implications
of our findings.

Morality in International Relations
Theory: Liberal Values, Reason, and

the Mass Public

Morality is at the heart of systematic thinking about
international relations. The ‘‘first great debate’’ between
realists and liberal idealists, which helped define the
core theoretical cleavages in international relations
theorizing, was largely over the role that morality played
in foreign affairs (Nicholson 1998). While a number of
scholars have pointed out that this debate was some-
what illusory, since actual idealists are hard to identify
and realists’ stances on morality are more nuanced than
many detractors claim (Wilson 1998), the latter made
the immorality and amorality of international relations
a core feature of their approach. Morgenthau, for
example, suggested that ‘‘universal moral principles
cannot be applied to the actions of states’’ (1985, 12),
while Carr famously argued that ‘‘ethics are a function
of politics’’(1939, 54), used as a pretext to justify power.

The debate between realists and liberals was
partly explanatory in character. Liberals pointed to
the potential role that morality might actually play in
international politics by documenting, for instance,
the development of international norms against partic-
ular forms of warfare or the role played by humanitar-
ianism in foreign policy decision making (Lumsdaine
1993). However, theoretical differences over the nature
of international politics often obscured that the realists
and liberal idealists were at the same time engaged in
a prescriptive argument over the role that morality
should play in foreign affairs. Realists maintained that
ethical questions should not intrude in foreign policy-
making while at the same time claiming that they did
not (Jervis 1994). This was particularly the case in dis-
cussions of American foreign policy. Kennan (1951)
lamented the ‘‘legalistic-moralistic’’ tendency in
American diplomacy, while Morgenthau pronounced
‘‘intoxication with moral abstractions’’ to be ‘‘one of
the great sources of weakness and failure in American
foreign policy’’ (1951, 4). This pattern has continued
to the present day, with realists lamenting the role
played by liberal thinking in the making of American
policy while simultaneously claiming that American
decision makers do not fall under its influence (Desch
2003; Mearsheimer 2001).

The role that public opinion should play in
American foreign policymaking is also implicated in
this debate, given that the mass public is seen by both
realists and liberals as introducing ethical consider-
ations, for better or for worse (Holsti 1992, 3).
Drezner notes that ‘‘Realists and non-realists alike
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accept Louis Hartz’s supposition that the Lockean
worldview has an ideological chokehold over the
American body politic’’ (2008, 51). The American
public is seen as particularly idealistic and moralistic
in its foreign policy preferences, owing largely to its
liberal political origins (Lipset 1988).

For realists concerned about the moralist reduc-
tionism of ‘‘the popular mind,’’ public opinion at its
best forces decision makers to obfuscate the true
nature of American foreign policy. Because interest-
based arguments about the balance of power are
insufficient for mobilizing popular support, Carr, like
Mearsheimer (2001, 26), noted the ‘‘necessity, recog-
nized by all politicians . . . for cloaking interests in a
guise of moral principles’’ (1939, 117). At its worst,
public opinion leads the statesman down inadvisable
paths. Christensen (1996) argues that the use of
ideological and moral argumentation to rouse public
opinion during the Cold War subsequently forced
leaders to escalate the conflict further than the calcu-
lating realist would have recommended. Realists often
caution against the dangers of moralizing foreign
policy. Indeed, Morgenthau’s first rule of diplomacy
is to divest it of the ‘‘crusading spirit’’ (1985, 584).
‘‘Political realism,’’ Morgenthau writes, ‘‘refuses to
identify the moral aspirations of a particular nation
with the moral laws that govern the universe’’ (quoted
in Jervis 1994, 867). The influence of morality on
foreign policy leads to dogmatism, making it
particularly difficult to resolve conflicts of impor-
tance to the state. A prerequisite for avoiding this
pitfall is a commitment to another principle: that
the ‘‘government is the leader of public opinion,
not its slave’’ (Morgenthau 1985, 591).

For liberal idealists, the public has a largely
beneficial influence on foreign policy. Much liberal
thinking on international relations stresses the self-
interest of ordinary citizens in peace, something that
they are able to express in a democratic but not an
autocratic system (Kant 1970; Owen 1994). However,
liberal faith in the public has a deeper cause. Liberals
believe that the masses are capable of a reasoned
consideration of international politics (Holsti 1992).
Wilson summarizes: ‘‘[T]he central idealist assumption
is that human beings are rational, intelligent, creatures
capable of recognizing the good and willing to imple-
ment it purely on the strength of its moral worth or
intellectual merit’’ (1998, 8). This belief in the compel-
ling power of reason was, in Carr’s estimation, then
‘‘uncritically reproduced in the sphere of international
politics’’ (1939, 31).

Realists, in contrast, believe that the mass public
is emotional and therefore irrational, lacking the

expertise and judgment necessary to form considered
opinions on foreign affairs. Morgenthau writes that
this is ‘‘especially’’ the case ‘‘when foreign policy is
conducted under conditions of democratic control
and is inspired by the crusading zeal of a political
religion’’ (1985, 591). This sentiment dovetailed with
the ‘‘Almond-Lippmann’’ consensus on American
public opinion that emerged in the early postwar
period, which saw the mass public as motivated by
passion rather than reason, reaching judgments
not based on calculations of national interest, but
affective attachments towards particular countries
(Holsti 1992, 3–7, 52). Carr describes what Wilson
called ‘‘plain men throughout the world’’ as ‘‘a
disorderly mob emitting incoherent, unhelpful
noises’’ (1939, 14). Less stridently, Christensen recently
writes that the public ‘‘simply does not have the time
or expertise to understand the subtleties of balance-
of-power politics’’ (1996, 7).

In this conception, emotions lead to erratic and
short-term thinking in foreign affairs and serve as a
source of inconsistency rather than structure. Lippmann
describes the public as having ‘‘compelled the govern-
ment, which usually knew what would have been wiser,
or was necessary, or what was more expedient, to be too
late with too little, or too long with too much, too
pacifist in peace and too bellicose in war, too neutralist
or appeasing in negotiations or too intransigent’’
(1955, 20). Kennan offered a similar view in his famous
comparison of democratic publics to ‘‘one of those
prehistoric monsters with a body as long as this room
and a brain the size of a pin,’’ largely inattentive to the
world around him, until he awakens and ‘‘lays about
him with such blind determination that he not only
destroys his adversary but largely wrecks his native
habitat’’ (1951, 59; see also Morgenthau 1985, 168).

We argue that the historical framing of the role
of morality in American foreign policymaking is
misguided in two ways. First, it presumes that the
moral values that matter are always liberal in nature,
neglecting other possible sets of moral foundations
relevant to foreign affairs that are not based upon
Enlightenment thinking. This sets up an impoverished
cleavage between realist amoralism (or immoralism)
and liberal moralism. Second, it assumes that if
emotions influence foreign policy attitude formation in
the mass public, their attitudes will be inconsistent. We
must, however, leave open the possibility that individ-
uals have predictable responses to foreign affairs that
are rooted in moral impulses. Indeed, the literature on
the ideological origins of foreign policy attitudes has
largely abandoned the Almond-Lippmann consensus,
finding that individuals are led by core beliefs towards
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predictable views on international affairs, which in turn
are used as heuristics to form judgments on specific
foreign policy issues (Hurwitz and Peffley 1987;
Rathbun 2007). Even if the mass public is not up to
date on developments in world politics, citizens have
‘‘postures,’’ ‘‘dispositions,’’ or ‘‘orientations’’ that con-
sistently inform their attitudes towards more discrete
issues in international relations (Herrmann, Tetlock,
and Visser 1999; Hurwitz and Peffley 1987). Foreign
policy beliefs in the mass public are thus ideological,
if not unidimensional, in nature, in which ‘‘a few
crowning postures . . . serve as a sort of glue to bind
together many more specific attitudes and beliefs, and
these postures are of prime centrality in the belief
system as a whole’’ (Converse 1964, 211).

Realists use morality and ideology almost synon-
ymously as threats to rational decision making. It
may be, however, that like ideology, morality acts as a
systematic rather than stochastic predictor of foreign
policy attitudes. Any inconsistency we see in the public
as a whole is a function of treating them as monolithic
rather than as a collection of individuals with different
moral foundations. A rigorous answer to these ques-
tions requires an investigation of individual attitudes
towards foreign affairs based on a comprehensive
framework of moral values, the task to which we now
turn.

Moral Foundations Theory

Despite the central role played by morality in early
debates in international relations theory, moral values
have received strikingly little attention by public
opinion scholars. Foreign policy attitudes are often
viewed as the expression of more fundamental
values—whether deemed ‘‘core values’’ (Hurwitz
and Peffley 1987; Rathbun 2007), ‘‘core dispositional
values’’ (Herrmann, Tetlock, and Visser 1999), or
‘‘core credos’’ (Nincic and Ramos 2011)—but as
Murray and Cowden (1999, 458) note, this research
largely proceeds inductively, inferring values from
patterns of data rather than specifying a systematic
theory of morals, measuring them, and testing for
their effect ex ante. Hurwitz and Peffley (1987) do take
a deductive approach, positing a model of ‘‘vertical’’
constraint in which abstract values (such as the
morality of force) shape more specific attitudes on
policy issues (such as defense spending), but the
particular values they select—ethnocentrism and the
morality of force—lack broader theoretical founda-
tions. Their selection is largely ad hoc and their

effect is assumed to be confined to the foreign policy
domain.

To address this concern, we turn to the Moral
Foundations Theory (MFT) framework developed by
Jonathan Haidt and colleagues, who point to a finite
number of discrete ‘‘moral foundations’’ that form
distinct moral profiles while accounting for cultural
and individual variation (Graham, Haidt, and Nosek
2009; Haidt, Graham, and Joseph 2009). All moral
systems provide the same function: they are
‘‘interlocking sets of values, practices, institutions
and evolved psychological mechanisms that work
together to suppress or regulate selfishness and
make social life possible’’ (Graham, Haidt, and
Nosek 2009, 1030). However, they do so in dif-
ferent ways by emphasizing different principles of
right and wrong behavior. MFT stands as the most
prominent theory of moral values in psychology
today. While other theoretical taxonomies of values
enjoy widespread recognition in the discipline (e.g.,
Schwartz 1994), Haidt’s work limits itself specifically
to moral values rather than entire value systems. Moral
values have been implicated in a diverse array of
phenomena, from political ideology (Graham, Haidt,
and Nosek 2009) to psychopathy (Glenn et al. 2010),
and the theory is widely employed across subfields of
psychology.

We focus on MFT for three reasons. First, it
provides a unified framework for thinking about the
origins of foreign policy attitudes. As Mondak (2010)
argued about the state of personality research prior to
the development of the ‘‘Big 5,’’ value researchers are
confronted with a cornucopia of values from which
to choose (Inglehart 1997; Schwartz 1994); the Rokeach
(1973) value survey alone, for example, contains 36
different values. In IR, scholars have embraced a
wide range of values as predictors of foreign policy
attitudes, such as punitiveness (Liberman 2006),
ethnocentrism and the morality of warfare (Hurwitz
and Peffley 1987), and hierarchy and community
(Rathbun 2007). The advantage of MFT is that it
provides us with a unified framework that is both
comprehensive and parsimonious. Second, classical
arguments about public opinion in IR were not
about values in general, but moral values in particular.
Moral Foundations Theory allows us to address these
claims head on. Third, MFT has been tested in the
political realm, and moral values have been found to
predict domestic political attitudes (Federico et al.
2013; Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009).

Moral Foundations Theory identifies five different
moral foundations—harm/care, fairness/reciprocity,
authority/respect, purity/sanctity, and ingroup/loyalty.
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The first two are ‘‘individualizing foundations,’’ which
form the backbone of liberal philosophical thinking
dating to the Enlightenment, in which morality is
‘‘about how well or poorly individuals treated other
individuals’’ (Graham et al. 2011, 366). Harm/care is
a concern for the suffering of others, including virtues
of caring and compassion; caring for others and pro-
tecting them are good behaviors in this system. It is
driven by altruistic, other-regarding behavior. Under
the moral foundation of fairness/reciprocity, indi-
viduals should be treated equally; to deny a person
such equality is to treat them unfairly and unjustly
(Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009). Liberal theorists
maintain that treating others with ‘‘equal concern
and respect’’ is at the heart of the democratic project
of valuing individuals (Howard and Donnelly 1986).

The other three are ‘‘binding foundations.’’
Authority/respect concerns the maintenance of social
hierarchies to assure social order, highlighting obedi-
ence, respect, and role fulfillment. Ingroup/loyalty
stresses individuals’ obligations to their group so as to
preserve its cohesion, particularly against outgroups.
Purity/sanctity entails admonitions to maintain bodily
and spiritual cleanliness. These moral systems serve the
same function as the others—constraining self-inter-
ested action to benefit society as a whole—but they do
so by subordinating individual needs to the larger com-
munity’s needs.

Importantly, Haidt (2001) argues that moral
judgments are not based on the rationalist decision-
making process proposed in early work on moral
development (Turiel 1983). Those approaches suggest
that morals are used as part of a considered reasoning
process, in which one ‘‘briefly becomes a judge,’’ and
only after assessing the issues at stake makes a deter-
mination about the moral status of a situation (Haidt
2001, 814). Haidt’s (2001) social intuitionist model
argues, in contrast, that detailed moral reasoning is
often the effect, rather than the cause, of moral judg-
ments. Moral judgments are the consequence of an
intuitive ‘‘gut response’’ to a situation, making them
more akin to unconscious, automatic, emotional, or
perceptual processes than the deliberative reasoning
previously expected. Moral deliberation and reasoning,
to the extent that it occurs, follows the intuitive choice.
Thus, while an individual’s configuration of moral
values is a consistent predictor of important attitudes,
morality has an emotional foundation (Graham, Haidt,
and Nosek 2009).

A strong emphasis of Haidt and his colleagues
has been that the binding foundations deserve equal
status as moral foundations with the individualizing
foundations. They find that the latter have been the

dominant way of thinking about what constitutes
moral behavior in the literature on moral values,
which has had the effect of crowding out other ways
of understanding ethical behavior. While a few have
pointed out that even realism has a hidden moralism
(Murray 1996a), American IR theorists have largely
been moral ‘‘monists,’’ equating morality solely with
liberal considerations about fairness and harm. MFT
emphasizes thinking pluralistically about morality,
asserting that there is not a single dimension of moral
concern (Graham et al. 2013).

Theoretical Expectations

We expect that distinct configurations of the five moral
foundations shape public opinion about foreign policy,
with cooperative and self-interested attitudes alike
grounded in morality. We use Moral Foundations
Theory to predict individuals’ foreign policy orienta-
tions as well as a number of specific policy positions and
contextualize these relationships in terms of IR theory.
We measure the former using the canonical cooperative
internationalism/militant internationalism framework.
Largely on the basis of work done by Wittkopf (1990)
and Holsti and Rosenau (1990), scholars have settled on
the notion that there are two fundamental ‘‘postures’’
towards international affairs, labeled by Wittkopf (1990)
as ‘‘cooperative internationalism’’ (CI) and ‘‘militant
internationalism’’ (MI). This widely used framework is
described as the ‘‘gold standard’’ (Nincic and Ramos
2011, 122) and the ‘‘most influential’’ (Murray and
Cowden 1999, 458) way of conceptualizing the structure
of foreign policy thinking. Following others, we also
include a third isolationist dimension generally found to
supplement rather than displace the other two (Chittick,
Billingsley, and Travis 1995; Rathbun 2007). While early
studies assumed that CI and MI were orthogonal to one
another, subsequent research consistently shows them
to be negatively correlated (Murray 1996b; Rathbun
2007).

CI captures the distinction between the self
and other in international affairs: what Chittick,
Billingsley, and Travis (1995) calls ‘‘a concern for
the wider community,’’ and Nincic and Ramos (2011)
calls ‘‘other-regarding’’ objectives. Both studies see a
continuum marked by an exclusive concern for the
national interest on the one side and a more inclusive,
globalist, and cosmopolitan agenda on the other.
Individuals who score high on CI typically believe that
the United States should work with other countries and
international organizations to solve global problems.
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MI, in contrast, marks the familiar division
between hawks and doves over the importance,
effectiveness, and/or desirability of using force to
reach foreign policy objectives. Hawks, embracing
the ‘‘deterrence model,’’ believe that peace is best
achieved through strength and the demonstration
of resolve. Doves, in contrast, are more likely to
embrace the ‘‘spiral model,’’ pointing out the often
self-defeating nature of such displays as they incite
fear and escalate hostilities (Jervis 1976). Even those
who do not directly embrace the CI/MI framework
make use of this distinction. Hurwitz and Peffley
use a ‘‘dimension of militarism . . . . anchored, on the
one end, by a desire that the government assume an
assertive, militant foreign-policy posture through
military strength and on the other by a desire for
a more flexible and accommodating stance through
negotiations’’ (1987, 1107). Both Nincic and Ramos
(2011) and Chittick and Billingsley (1989) describe
it as instrumental in nature. The latter write of the
‘‘various means of accomplishing foreign policy
goals,’’ which are captured by positions on the MI
dimension (Chittick and Billingsley 1989, 219).
Nincic and Ramos (2011) describe an ideological
divide over the utility of positive versus negative
incentives.

Liberal idealism in international affairs entails an
emphasis on CI. Those who trace the origins of liberal
idealist thinking in IR note its embrace of humani-
tarianism and multilateralism (Drezner 2008). This
way of thinking is also marked by a general resistance
to MI, as liberal idealists maintain that reasoned
individuals are capable of resolving their disputes
peacefully. Nevertheless, scholars frequently point out
how liberal idealists are often overly eager to wield
the sword when it comes to using force to pursue
interests close to their heart, such as democracy or
the protection of human rights, which are part of
core CI instincts (Desch 2003; Doyle 1986; Rathbun
2007).

We expect that high values of CI and low values
of MI are predicted by the individualizing moral
foundations (harm/care and fairness/reciprocity).
Indeed, international relations scholars have said as
much previously, long before the advent of Moral
Foundations Theory (Carr 1939; Herz 1950). Osgood
notes that for liberal idealists, ‘‘the ultimate moral
value is the innate dignity and worth of every human
being,’’ who has ‘‘certain inalienable rights of self-
protection and self-expression . . . .The ultimate moral
standard remains the individual’s welfare’’ (1953, 7).
Herz writes that liberal idealism is based on individualist
ideas ‘‘in favor of limiting . . . the power and authority

which organized groups claim over men’’ (1950, 159).
Carr (1939) explains that liberal idealism is based on the
idea of equality between members of a community
and the principle that the good of the whole takes
precedence over the good of the part. This describes
fairness/reciprocity and harm/care, respectively.

Concern for the individual and commitment to
equal treatment is fundamental for liberal idealists
and those who value CI. Osgood writes that ‘‘the
realization of the liberal and humane values’’ of
idealists requires ‘‘the creation of a brotherhood of
mankind in which all men . . . have equal partnership
and in which human conflicts will be settled by reason,
morality and law rather than by physical power,
coercion or violence’’ (1953, 7). The individualizing
foundations thus should predict support for CI.
Multilateralism rests on the equality of states, who
act together to reach agreements that are in their
mutual interest, while international cooperation
provide care for others.

We also expect a negative relationship between the
individualizing foundations—particularly harm/care—
and MI insofar as the use of force involves the sub-
ordination of others’ interests and even implies their
subjection to physical violence. However, this link is less
direct than to CI. Since MI seems to be a defensive
orientation rather than one that consciously denigrates
the interests of others or means them harm, we expect
that relationship between the individualizing founda-
tions and MI to be weaker than that with CI.

Despite the novelty of using MFT to systematically
ground these foreign policy orientations, this account is
nonetheless consistent with the liberal manner in which
IR theorists have tended to understand morality.
However, since the individualizing foundations do not
exhaust the moral systems that we see in the world, it
should also be the case that illiberal foreign policy
postures also have moral foundations. The binding
foundations—which serve the function of protecting
the group from threats both inside and outside—
should therefore also play a role in foreign policy
attitudes, predicting low values of CI and high values
of MI. Strong deference to authority is necessary so that
those charged with acting on behalf of the group can act
decisively to neutralize threats to society. Loyalty to the
ingroup is necessary to provide the requisite solidarity
to keep society internally stable and to endure in the
face of external aggression. Purity, with its emphasis
on traditional values and disgust for those who do
not conform to cultural standards of decency, also
revolves around protecting society from threats.
Those who value purity are more likely to experi-
ence disgust and thus to dehumanize members of
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outgroups—facilitating support for the use of violence
against foreigners (Buckels and Trapnell 2013). Since
MI is characterized by a readiness to act with force to
protect the nation, we expect a particularly strong
relationship between the binding foundations and MI.

We also hypothesize a weaker and less direct
relationship between the binding foundations, par-
ticularly ingroup/loyalty, and CI. Given the inward
and defensive orientation of those with a strong
commitment to these values, this might come at the
expense of a concern for broader global problems,
expressed in low levels of CI. However, we should not
presume that such binding implies absolute antipathy
and hostility to outsiders as an end in itself: ingroup
loyalty is not the same as outgroup hostility, even if
the two are likely related (Brewer 1999).

The binding foundations likely underlie the
position taken by what Mead calls ‘‘Jacksonians’’ in
foreign policy. In Special Providence: American Foreign
Policy and How it Changed the World, Mead (2002)
identifies a number of traditions in American foreign
policy thinking, highlights their core principles, and
traces their influence historically on U.S. relations with
the rest of the world. While they share realists’ disap-
proval of liberal foreign policy and its pursuit of
idealistic ends, Jacksonians have their own moralistic
streak, supporting aggressive military force, preemp-
tive wars, and subversive tactics against bad govern-
ments (Mead 2002, 24). This is as driven by national
security concerns as it is with maintaining the honor
of the United States; Mead (2002, 246) cites an ‘‘honor
code’’ that includes obligations to protect others.
The cowboy has a moral code—just a different one
than Woodrow Wilson. We refer to this combination
of low CI and high MI as a ‘‘hardliner’’ approach, as
compared to a ‘‘softliner’’ combination of high CI and
low MI characteristic of liberal idealists.

While we argue that support for aggressive
approaches to foreign policy is morally grounded,
we do expect that one orientation will be largely amoral,
at least in terms of the moral foundations articulated by
Haidt (2007): isolationism. Isolationists have a general
preference for disengagement, a tendency mani-
fested in opposition to both foreign military inter-
ventions and the projection of American force
constitutive of MI, as well as hostility to globalist
policies such as humanitarian aid and multilateral
cooperation characteristic of CI (Wittkopf 1990).
However, isolationism has repeatedly been found
to be a separate third dimension structuring foreign
policy attitudes at both the mass and elite levels
(Chittick, Billingsley, and Travis 1995; Rathbun
2007). While isolationism is negatively correlated

with CI and MI, it is not reducible to these
constructs. For instance, those who oppose global-
ization because of its effect on the poor abroad or
those who rally against American military interven-
tion for the damage it causes to innocent civilians
are isolationist by outcome rather than principle.
Such individuals, high on CI, would support action
to improve the lives of those abroad while genuine
isolationists would be resistant. This viewpoint seems
to indicate a general resistance to social engagement of
any kind, whether it be of self-righteous superiority
and imperialism or idealistic concern. Given that all
the moral foundations govern how individual units
interact with broader social groupings because, as
Haidt (2007, 999) writes, ‘‘moral thinking is for social
doing,’’ we hypothesize that the moral foundations
will not be strong predictors of isolationism (see also
Iyer et al. 2012).

It might be, however, that isolationism is a product
of a different moral foundation not originally included
in Haidt’s (2007) framework. In particular, isolation-
ists might score high on a concern for liberty, which
has recently been raised as a candidate for a moral
foundation (Iyer et al. 2012). There is a natural
coherence between a commitment to self-reliance
and individualism at home and disengagement abroad.
Traditional isolationists in the nineteenth and early
twentieth century, sometimes called Jeffersonians, were
deeply opposed to the centralized state, something that
has been largely forgotten (Mead 2002). Libertarians
have been found not to score highly on any of the five
moral foundations, feel less emotional connection to
others, and value most highly individual autonomy
(Iyer et al. 2012). While Haidt’s (2007) original
framework does not include liberty, there are other
indirect ways of measuring libertarianism as a moral
value discussed below.

Methods

We explore these questions with data gathered in the
spring of 2012 on YourMorals.org, an online platform
created to collect data on moral foundations, where
participants register to complete a variety of question-
naires that shed light on a range of personality traits,
moral values, and individual differences. Upon com-
pleting a study, participants are able to compare their
own scores to others who have completed the survey.
Participants typically find the website through news
articles about psychological research or by typing
words related to morality into a search engine.
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Although largely foreign to political scientists, the
YourMorals platform has been central to both the
testing and development of MFT in social psychology
(e.g., Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009) and its appli-
cation to a variety of domains (e.g., Donnelly, Iyer,
and Howell 2012; Iyer et al. 2012).

Since our data come from an opt-in survey, it is
important to note that the sample is not representative
of the American population as a whole. However, we
argue that it is nonetheless valuable for our purposes,
for four reasons. First, as we show in online Appendix
x3.1, we employ entropy balancing (Hainmueller 2012)
to reweight the data to known population parameters
and find that the substantive results do not change,
suggesting that the findings are robust to the de-
mographic composition of the sample. Second, other
research conducted on the YourMorals platform has
been replicated on nationally representative samples
(Smith and Vaisey 2010) and in a series of robustness
checks in online Appendix x3.2–3.3, we show that
neither our participants’ foreign policy attitudes nor
their moral values systematically differ from data
gathered in representative samples, including one
fielded on YouGov/Polimetrix by Gries (2014).

Third, the self-selected nature of the sample actu-
ally increases data quality: compared to nationally
representative samples, volunteer samples are typically
more intrinsically motivated, producing cleaner data
that displays less measurement error, satisficing, and
social desirability bias (Chang and Krosnick 2009).
Fourth, the use of a data collection platform with
motivated respondents—who are participating for the
educational benefit of learning about how their foreign
policy and moral attitudes are classified—allows us to
employ lengthier scales for measuring our variables
of interest, thereby increasing construct validity and
decreasing measurement error (Ansolabehere, Rodden,
and Snyder 2008). In short, we believe our data offers
an intriguing first take on the relationship between
moral values and foreign policy attitudes, and we
encourage other researchers to build on these findings
on both American and non-American samples.

The foreign policy instrumentation consisted of
20 questions, listed in online Appendix x1. A six-item
scale measuring MI and five-item scale measuring CI
contained standard items from Wittkopf (1990),
dropping those specific Cold War policy items that
may no longer be relevant to present-day respondents.
The six MI items (a 5 0.84) tap into participants’
views about the use of American military might
abroad, asking generally whether war and the use of
force are potentially beneficial and whether the United
States needs to demonstrate its might and resolve.

The five CI items (a 5 0.88) ask participants
about the importance of working with other
countries or organizations like the United Nations
to solve transnational problems (including human
rights violations, poverty, and protecting the
global environment). A standard five-item isolation-
ism scale (a 5 0.78) assessed participants’ impressions
of whether the United States should concentrate on
domestic problems, scale back its global leadership,
and generally stay out of other countries’ problems.
Finally, four policy-specific questions measured par-
ticipant attitudes toward the 2011 air strikes in Libya,
the potential for using force against a nuclear Iran, the
U.S. war in Iraq, and the United States working with
other countries to renew the Kyoto Protocol.

The moral foundations were measured using the
questionnaire developed by Haidt and his colleagues
(Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009), presented in online
Appendix x2. In it, participants record how relevant
considerations to their judgments of right and
wrong on a 6-point scale from ‘‘not at all relevant’’
to ‘‘extremely relevant’’ and the extent to which they
agree with statements about the importance of each
value on a 6-point scale from ‘‘strongly disagree’’ to
‘‘strongly agree.’’

In total, 2,300 participants completed our foreign
policy survey using the YourMorals platform. The
sample is truncated for analysis in two ways. First,
because of our focus on the foreign policy attitudes
of the American public, we drop those participants
who report that they currently reside outside of the
United States (N5297), leaving a sample of 2,003
American participants. Second, the YourMorals
platform saves participants from lengthy sittings
by allowing them to complete surveys separately,
thereby enabling researchers to compile data across
different domains. Because an analysis of the theory’s
predicted connections between moral foundations and
foreign policy attitudes requires that we obtain meas-
ures of both for each participant, our main analyses
thus focus on the subset of American participants who
completed both the foreign policy and moral founda-
tions questionnaires.

Results

Nonidealists Have Morals Too

We begin with Models 1, 4, and 7 of Table 1, which
estimate the impact of the five moral foundations on
CI, MI, and isolationism, respectively, operationalized
using factor scores to obtain more precise estimates of

8 joshua d. kertzer et al.
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the constructs of interest.2 The next set of models (2, 5,
and 8) probe the robustness of the results by adding
control variables for demographic characteristics.
Across both sets of models, the same story applies:
CI and MI have strong moral foundations, while
isolationism does not.

These results are best conveyed in Figure 1(a-c),
which visualizes the effect size of the moral foundations
on foreign policy attitudes. Harm/care has a strong
positive relationship with CI and a strong negative

relationship with MI: a 1-unit increase (moving from
the minimum to the maximum value) in harm is asso-
ciated with a 0.60-unit increase in CI, and a 0.33-unit
decrease in MI. Thus, the more an individual’s moral
foundations emphasize relieving harm and caring about
the welfare of others, the more likely she is to support
working with the international community to tackle
issues like hunger and global warming and the less likely
she is to support the use of force and believe that
military strength is the best way to preserve peace.
Fairness/reciprocity is similarly related to these foreign
policy orientations: a 1-unit increase in fairness is asso-
ciated with a 0.42-unit increase in CI and a 0.13-unit
decrease in MI. Individuals that place a strong emphasis
on equality, justice, and reciprocity are more likely to
support promoting human rights and less likely to be
concerned about demonstrating military resolve. Thus,
respondents who are high in the two individualizing
foundations are more likely to be ‘‘softliners’’ in their
attitudes about American foreign policy.

Although the two individualizing foundations are
the strongest predictors of CI, the binding foundations

FIGURE 1 Coefficient Plots of Moral Foundations on Foreign Policy Attitudes

2Factor-score regression is frequently used in survey research in
political science (e.g., Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Snyder 2008); by
allowing researchers to extract solely the dimension of interest,
factor scoring allows for less noisy estimates that would arise from
the use of additive scores that simply average across survey items.
Principal-axis factoring was used to generate the scores for each of
the three foreign policy orientation scales, which were then
normalized to range from 0 to 1 to facilitate substantive interpre-
tation of the results. Appendix x6.1 replicates these results using
simple additive scores for the three dependent variables and shows
the relationships remain the same—albeit with marginally smaller
effect sizes, while online Appendix x6.3 calculates factor scores using
an exploratory rather than a confirmatory approach.
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also have significant effects. Individuals who venerate
the ingroup are 0.19 units less supportive of CI, while
those who emphasized purity/sanctity are 0.16 units
less supportive. Those individuals whose morals
depend greatly on authority/respect are 0.08 units
less supportive of CI, an effect that just narrowly
escapes significance at the p , 0.05 level. Thus,
while CI is positively associated with the individu-
alizing foundations, it is negatively associated with
the binding ones: the less value individuals place on
patriotism, deferring to authority, and expressing
disgust, the more supportive they are of CI. While
the binding foundations are negatively associated with
CI, they are positively associated with MI. Substantively,
the largest predictor of support for MI is ingroup/
loyalty: individuals who emphasize patriotism and
group loyalty are 0.35 units more supportive of hawkish
foreign policies. Authority/respect has a similar effect:
individuals who emphasize obedience, duty, and tradi-
tion are 0.23 units more supportive of MI. Finally,
although its substantive effect is half that of ingroup/
loyalty, purity/sanctity also predicts MI, corresponding
with a 0.19-unit increase. Those individuals who view
certain activities as unnatural or degrading are slightly
more likely to support the use of the U.S. military
abroad. This pattern in which individuals who place
greater emphasis on the binding foundations are high in
MI but low in CI suggests that they are more likely to be
‘‘hardliners’’ driven by national security concerns but
stay out of the chaos when necessary.

Five points are worth making here. Most impor-
tantly, morality is not merely the domain of liberal
idealists: CI is positively associated with the individual-
izing foundations and negatively associated with the
binding foundations, whereas MI is negatively associated
with the individualizing foundations and positively
associated with the binding ones. In this sense, both
CI and MI rely on moral foundations. Against the liberal
assumptions that characterize understandings of moral-
ity in IR theory, we see that hawks have consistent moral
foundations too. Second, although CI and MI rely on
these opposing configurations of moral foundations,
supplementary analyses in online Appendix x4 confirm
that the two foreign policy orientations are in fact
distinct dimensions and are not merely opposites of one
another. Third, the effect of these moral foundations are
substantively strong, featuring adjusted R2 statistics
unusually high (0.49 and 0.49, respectively) for this type
of survey data.

Fourth, although both MI and CI have strong
moral foundations, isolationism appears to be divorced
from Haidt’s inventory of moral foundations: as
Figure 1(c) shows, the effect sizes for isolationism

are relatively small. The more individuals are con-
cerned about whether others are being harmed, the
less likely they are to express support for isolation-
ism, but although harm/care represents the strongest
effect size of any moral foundation on isolationism
(a 0.17-unit decrease), it is relatively weak when
compared to the effects of most of the moral
foundations on CI and MI. Interestingly, although
the isolationist calculus is often framed in terms of
choosing to devote scarce resources to problems at
home rather than abroad (Nincic 1997), respondents
whose moral foundations emphasized the ingroup
were less likely to be isolationist, an effect substantively
similar to that of authority (0.11 and 0.13 units,
respectively). In this respect, isolationism’s relatively
weak moral foundations suggest either that it may be
better understood as a reaction to events in the world
(Kertzer 2013) than as a morally grounded disposition,
or that it is morally grounded, but not in the five moral
foundations shown here—a possibility we explore below.

Fifth, since Graham, Haidt and Nosek (2009)
find that liberals are high in the individualizing moral
foundations while conservatives are high in both
individualizing and binding foundations—and liber-
alism is associated with high levels of CI and low
levels of MI—this pattern of results raise the specter
that political ideology is driving the results (Holsti
and Rosenau 1996; Murray 1996b). To rule out this
possibility, we perform two tests. First, models 3, 6,
and 9 replicate the previous set of analyses but also
control for political ideology, operationalized here
with a system of dummy variables both to model
potential nonlinearity, and because unlike most
ideology measures in political science, the survey’s
ideology measure included a ‘‘libertarian’’ option.
As the results show, the moral foundations’ effects
persist, decreasing somewhat in magnitude but remain-
ing statistically significant as well as substantively larger
than the effects of ideology. This suggests that there is
more to the previous set of results than simply that
conservatives are high in MI and liberals high in CI.
Importantly, libertarianism is positively associated with
isolationism, as anticipated above. Thus, although we
do not have a direct measure of endorsement for
liberty, we have suggestive evidence that a commitment
to individualism and self-reliance leads to foreign policy
preferences for one’s nation to do the same—suggesting
an avenue for future research about the moral founda-
tions of isolationism.

Nonparametric mediation analyses

That said, we have theoretical and empirical reasons
to believe that moral foundations underlie political
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ideology—indeed, they are called foundations for
that very reason. As such, estimating their effects on
foreign policy attitudes while controlling for ideology
is likely a form of posttreatment bias (King and Zeng
2007) that erroneously suppresses their true effect
sizes. Thus, we perform a series of nonparametric
mediation analyses (Imai et al. 2011), in which each
of the five moral foundations’ effects on CI, MI, and
isolationism are mediated by political ideology, the
results of which are depicted in Figure 2.3 Figure 2

plots three quantities of interest for each of the moral
foundations: the average causal mediation effect
(ACME,) which refers to the moral foundation’s
effect on foreign policy attitudes channeled through
political ideology; the direct effect, which refers to the
moral foundation’s effect on foreign policy attitudes
channeled through all mechanisms apart from polit-
ical ideology; and the total effect, which represents
the sum of the ACME and direct effects.

The left panel of Figure 2 presents the mediation
effects of the moral foundations on CI. The two
individualizing foundations have significant positive
direct and indirect effects on CI: fairness and harm’s
effects on support for dovish foreign policies are
partially transmitted by political ideology, but not
exclusively so; 34.2% of fairness’ effect on CI and
59.6% of harm’s effect come through other mecha-
nisms. In contrast, the binding foundations’ negative
effects on CI are largely mediated through ideology:
they all have significant mediation effects on CI, but
only ingroup has a significant direct effect. The middle

FIGURE 2 Nonparametric Mediation Analyses

3For each dependent variable, we estimate five mediation models, in
which the impact of moral foundation Xi on Y is mediated by
political ideology, controlling for the other Xs as pretreatment
covariates along with the demographic characteristics from the
previous analyses. Since the direct effect of X on Y represents all
mechanisms through which X affects Y apart from mediatorM, this
strategy allows us to achieve an unbiased estimate of each mediation
effect while controlling for possible confounding. We are grateful to
Luke Keele for helpful discussions on this point. To facilitate a more
straightforward set of mediation analyses with a continuous medi-
ator, we drop the libertarians from the sample; see online Appendix
x8 for mediation analyses that include libertarianism.
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panel shows that, as was the case with CI, all of the
moral foundations’ effects on MI are mediated by
political ideology; sensitivity analyses presented in
online Appendix x7 show that both these sets of
mediation effects are highly robust. However, we see
a different pattern of results when we look at the direct
effects: whereas the previous set of models showed
that a greater proportion of the individualizing foun-
dations’ effects on CI tended to go through paths other
than ideology (on average: 46.9% for the individual-
izing foundations versus 23.9% for the binding foun-
dations), here we see that a greater proportion of the
binding foundations’ effects on MI went through other
paths (on average: 4.7% for the individualizing foun-
dations versus 50.7% for the binding ones).

Thus, not only do people with preferences for
cooperation or the use of military force rely on
opposing moral foundations (the former being high
in the individualizing foundations and low in the
binding ones and the latter being high in the binding
foundations and low in the individualizing ones), but
mediation analyses show opposing causal mechanisms
at work: for CI, it is the individualizing foundations that
are more likely to exert effects independent of ideology,
while for MI, it is the binding foundations that are
more likely to exert effects independent of ideology.
This is in keeping with our theoretical predictions that
the links between the binding foundations and MI and
the individualizing foundations and CI would be the
most direct. Finally, the right panel reconfirms that
isolationism is largely disconnected from Haidt’s five
moral foundations: none of the moral foundations
display significant mediation effects, and only one
(ingroup) displays a significant direct effect.

Moral Foundations and Specific Foreign
Policy Issues

Thus far, we have shown that general foreign policy
orientations rely on different configurations of moral
values, but we also investigate whether moral foun-
dations predict attitudes toward specific policy issues.
Figure 1(d-g) presents coefficient plots for a series of
regression models estimating the relationship be-
tween the moral foundations and four specific policy
attitudes: support for the Iraq war, support for a
potential strike against the Iranian nuclear program,
support for signing a successor to the Kyoto protocol
to fight global warming, and support for the NATO
intervention in Libya.4 These four issues were selected

because they represent different combinations of
idealistic and strategic ends: protecting the environ-
ment is a classic idealistic and cosmopolitan issue,
while the war in Iraq and a strike against Iran solidly
implicate the national interest in a strategic, material
way. The multilateral intervention in Libya, however,
was carried out for both strategic and humanitarian
purposes. The results suggest two things. First, they
reconfirm that foreign policy attitudes have moral
foundations: highly significant relationships exist
between the moral foundations and the specific
policy attitudes, which as before remain robust to
the inclusion of survey weights and demographic
controls. Second, and more interestingly, we see distinct
configurations of moral foundations across policy
questions. Both the Iraq War and the Iran strike display
a similar pattern similar to MI: supporters of these
conflicts are high in the binding foundations and low in
the individualizing ones. Moreover, support for a new
Kyoto Protocol has very similar moral foundations to
that of CI: backers of a new climate-change agreement
are very high in both individualizing foundations
and lower in the binding ones. Importantly, though,
support for the humanitarian intervention in Libya
displays a composite configuration of both individu-
alizing and binding foundations. In that sense, we can
see why humanitarian interventions—which often
involve both strategic and ideological rationales—are
likely to be used as wedge issues (Snyder, Shapiro, and
Bloch-Elkon 2009): bipartisan segments of the public
intuitively positively evaluate these missions, albeit for
different reasons, creating cross-cleavages of support.

Conclusion

We thus find empirical evidence to support the
realists’ claim that the U.S. public is moralistic but
not that morals are solely the domain of a liberal
idealist or a necessarily erratic public. Drawing on
Moral Foundations Theory, we find that moral
intuitions are systematically associated with (and
explain 50% of the variance in) preferences for MI
and CI—and that different sets of moral foundations
underlie each orientation, except for isolationism,
which is divorced from the classic five moral
considerations.

These findings have important implications for a
number of debates in IR. Haidt and Graham’s (2007)
criticism of previous research on moral psychology
was that there was little consensus about what counts
as moral; they thus sought to provide a comprehensive

4See online Appendix x5 for the regression table, omitted here to
save space.
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framework to answer this question through Moral
Foundations Theory. In contrast, American IR theorists
have displayed too much consensus about what con-
stitutes morality in international politics, associating
morality exclusively with liberal idealist arguments that,
according to realists, run the risk of privileging moral-
istic concerns at the expense of more important national
security matters. By demonstrating the positive impact
of the binding foundations on MI, we show that morals
are not solely the domain of Enlightenment ideals.
What appears to liberal idealists as immoral or
amoral—such as the aggressive pursuit of national
security—emerges from morality as well, just of a
different sort. This also applies to specific uses of
force, such as the war in Iraq or airstrikes in Libya.
Indeed, the fact that humanitarian interventions
implicate both binding and individualizing founda-
tions is one explanation for their capacity to build a
diverse coalition of support. We also address con-
cerns that emotional publics have inconsistent
responses to foreign policy events, showing that
despite the intuitionist origins of moral judgment,
moral foundations lead to predictable patterns of
foreign policy preferences.

Since our survey does not force respondents into
evaluating trade-offs between moral values and
material interests, we cannot speak to the depth
of their normative obligations, a crucial test in
showing that actors are bound by a ‘‘logic of
appropriateness’’ (Herrmann and Shannon 2001).
Future work should explore this question, along
with how value anchors shape cognition in con-
structing policy preferences (Herrmann, Tetlock,
and Visser 1999). In this sense, however, our results
reject the conventional dichotomy between the logic of
consequences and logic of appropriateness, in which
choices are only explained by values if they cannot be
explained by interests: similar to Johnston’s (1995)
argument that Chinese adherence to realpolitik prin-
ciples stem from a ‘‘parabellum paradigm’’ in Chinese
strategic culture, we show that the types of hawkish
policies traditionally understood to be hard-headed
expressions of power politics are in fact strongly
predicted by the binding moral foundations—rather
than values-based explanations being opposites, we
find that values constitute perceptions of interests.
Senator John McCain, like many other American
policy makers, routinely gives speeches proclaiming
that ‘‘for America, our interests are our values and our
values are our interests’’ (2013). Our results lend
empirical credence to these rhetorical flourishes.

Additionally, patterns of moral foundations con-
tribute to our understanding of why foreign policy

issues are often so polarizing: members of the public
rely on different, fundamental intuitions about what
types of policies are normatively preferable (cf. Graham,
Haidt, and Nosek 2009). Since recent research has
found that elites use moral rhetoric to mobilize the
public, and that reframing policies in terms of specific
moral foundations can alter constituencies of support,
moral frames may be one technique decision makers
can employ to mobilize support for their desired
foreign policy options (Clifford and Jerit 2013).
Although additional research should explore this
question in further detail, policy makers may be able
to build different coalitions of support for military
interventions, for example, based upon whether they
advocate for the intervention based on avoiding
harm or protecting the ingroup—an interesting
possibility given the classical realist claim that
governments simply use moral rhetoric to further
their own interests. Moralizing issues also makes
them much more difficult to resolve (Ryan 2014;
Skitka, Bauman, and Sargis, 2005). The same is no
less likely to apply to foreign policy; to the extent
that conflicts over strategic interests have a highly
moral overlay, and that moralized issues are consis-
tently found to be less conducive to compromise,
many interstate disputes might be even more diffi-
cult to solve than we thought. By revealing that
nonidealist foreign policies have moral foundations
too, these results enrich the understanding of
morality in IR and open up the door for future
research.
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